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A B S T R A C T

Room temperature ionic liquids are considered as potential electrolytes for high performance and safe
lithium batteries due to their very low vapor pressure and relatively wide electrochemical and thermal
stability windows. Unlike organic electrolytes, ionic liquid electrolytes are molten salts at room
temperature with dissociated cations and anions. These dissociated ions interfere with the transport of
lithium ions in lithium battery. In this study, a mathematical model is developed for transport of ionic
components to study the performance of ionic liquid based lithium batteries. The mathematical model is
based on a univalent ternary electrolyte frequently encountered in ionic liquid electrolytes of lithium
batteries. Owing to the very high concentration of components in ionic liquid, the transport of lithium
ions is described by the mutual diffusion phenomena using Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities, which are
obtained from atomistic simulation. The model is employed to study a lithium-ion battery where the
electrolyte comprises ionic liquid with mppy+ (N-methyl-N-propyl pyrrolidinium) cation and TFSI� (bis
trifluoromethanesulfonyl imide) anion. For a moderate value of reaction rate constant, the electric
performance results predicted by the model are in good agreement with experimental data. We also
studied the effect of porosity and thickness of separator on the performance of lithium-ion battery using
this model. Numerical results indicate that low rate of lithium ion transport causes lithium depleted zone
in the porous cathode regions as the porosity decreases or the length of the separator increases. The
lithium depleted region is responsible for lower specific capacity in lithium-ion cells. The model
presented in this study can be used for design of optimal ionic liquid electrolytes for lithium-ion and
lithium-air batteries.
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1. Introduction

In the recent decade, developing energy storage devices such as
batteries with improved specific energy and power density has
come into the spotlight with the ever-growing societal demand for
stable energy supply. Among the myriad energy-storage technolo-
gies, rechargeable lithium ion batteries are widely used as energy
sources for a range of portable electronic devices because of their
relatively high energy storage capabilities. However, even when
fully developed the highest energy storage achieved by a state-of-
the-art lithium-ion battery is too low to meet current demands in
the automotive industry such as in electric vehicles and hybrid
electric vehicles. One solution to this problem is to develop high
voltage battery with new cathode materials. For instance, Hassoun
et al. [1] reported that cell voltage can be improved more than 30%
by replacing conventional lithium manganese spinel with lithium
nickel manganese oxide (LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4). Similar studies have
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resulted in high cell voltage (> 4 V) with lithium cobalt oxide
(LiCoO2) [2], lithium nicklate (LiNiO2) [3] and lithium manganite
(LiMn2O4) [4] cathode materials. However, long term cyclic
performances of these high voltage batteries were unsatisfactory
with conventional organic liquid based electrolytes due to large
operating electric potential range. The high voltage generated by
such cathode materials (LiMn2O4) dissociates widely used organic
electrolytes such as propylene carbonate and diethoxyethane [4,5].
Electrolyte oxidation leads to chemical deposition on an electrode
surface and develops insulating layer resulting in irreversible
losses in capacity [6]. Thus, it is essential to select a suitable
electrolyte with wide electrochemical window for the develop-
ment of high voltage lithium ion battery. To satisfy this need, ionic
liquids are very appealing as electrolytes due to their high
electrochemical stability [7], extremely low vapor pressure, ultra
high resistance to oxidation and reduction, and tunable viscosity
and electrochemical properties [8]. Much of this flexibility arises
because their physical and chemical properties can be customized
over a wide range through selection and chemical modification of
their cation and anion [9].
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In recent years, several lithium-ion batteries have been tested
using ionic liquids and some experimental works have demon-
strated the feasibility of ionic liquid electrolytes in lithium battery
at low load current density [10–14]. However, the electrical
performance of lithium batteries with ionic liquid electrolytes is
inferior to that with organic electrolytes, especially at high load
current density. One reason for lower battery performance might
be due to lower mobility of lithium ions in ionic liquid electrolytes.
Thus, understanding transport mechanism of various ions in ionic
liquid electrolyte might provide valuable insights for electrical
performance of next generation lithium batteries.

The transport of lithium ions in organic electrolytes is studied
extensively to predict the performance of lithium batteries. In a
seminal study, Newman et al. [15] developed continuum based
electrochemical model to predict the transport of lithium ions in
concentrated binary solutions [15–17]. The same group also
presented model to take care of porous electrode media in lithium
batteries [18,19]. Wang et al. [20] presented a multiscale model to
study both fuel cell and batteries, where the concentration of
intercalated lithium is estimated using a second order polynomial.
Later, Subramanian et al. [21] obtained a close form analytic solution
for lithium intercalation into the microparticle considering a
spherical shape particle. However, these models cannot be used to
predict the lithium ion transport in ionic liquid electrolytes since
they are developed for binary electrolytes, where there is only one
anion and one cation (see Table 1). To understand the electrical
performance in ionic liquid based ternary systems, we developed a
mathematical model. This model is employed to study the
performance of a lithium-ion battery with ionic liquid electrolyte.

2. Theory

2.1. Ternary System

Room temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) solely consists of ions
such as mppy+ and TFSI�. Thus, suitable Li-X (Li-TFSI) salt should be
added into RTIL since ions of RTIL are not electroactive [22].
Typically, in an RTIL based electrolyte, all species are totally ionized
and the electrolyte consists of two cations and one anion, for
instance mppy+, Li+, TFSI�. In this ternary system, all ions strongly
interact with each other. For example, TFSI� has a tendency to form
a cluster around lithium ions, which restricts the movement of
lithium ions in ionic liquid electrolyte (see Fig. 1)[23]. Therefore,
species transport model [24] (Nernst-Planck equation) developed
for a dilute solution is no more applicable in ionic liquid systems
Table 1
Comparison between organic liquid based binary electrolyte and ionic liquid based ter

Solvent Salt Electrolyte 

Organic
(propylene carbonate)

LiPF6 Organic Electrolyte 

Ionic Liquid
(mppy-TFSI)

LiTFSI Ionic Liquid Electrolyte 
since in dilute solution theory there is no interaction between ions.
Also, mass conservation equations developed for concentrated
binary solution [15] cannot be applied for ionic liquid based
ternary electrolytes. However, by considering the mutual diffusion
of interacting ions [25], the contribution of ionic interaction can be
taken into account in species transport equation.

Maxwell-Stefan equation describes the mutual diffusion for a
multi-component system as

�rmi ¼
RT
CT

X
j

Cj

Dij
Vi � Vj

� �� �
(1)

where Dij is Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity between i and j species, Vi is
the velocity of species i, Cj and CT are concentration of species j and
total species concentration, respectively. In an electrochemical cell,

the bulk fluid velocity is negligible. Thus, Vi is the velocity of
species i due to electrochemical potential only. The electrochemi-
cal potential (m) consists of electric (F) and chemical (mchem)
potential expressed as

m ¼ zFF þ mchem ¼ zFF þ RTln f � Cð Þ (2)

where R,T, f, and C are gas constant, temperature, chemical activity
coefficient and concentration. For isothermal conditions, the
gradient of electrochemical potential for a species i is given as

rmi ¼ ziFrF þ RT
rf i
f i

þrCi

Ci

� �
(3)

Equating Eqs. (1) and (3), one can find relationship among
species concentration, activity coefficient and electrochemical
velocity as

�RT
CT

X
j

Cj

Dij
Vi � Vj

� �� �
¼ ziFrF þ RT

rf i
f i

þrCi

Ci

� �
(4)

The numerical solution of this nonlinear coupled system is very
challenging. Here we present a simplified system of equations for
electrochemical velocity using some reasonable assumptions such
as electroneutrality condition, univalent electrolyte, and mass
conservation.

2.1.1. Electroneutrality and Total Species Concentration
For ternary systems, the electroneutrality equation can be

expressed as:
nary system.

Ions System

Li+, PF6�

Li+, mppy+, TFSI�



Fig.1. Molecular structures of (a) mppy+(N-methyl-N-propyl pyrrolidinium) and (b) TFSI�(bis trifluoromethanesulfonyl imide). (c) Formation of cluster due to coordination of
Li+ with TFSI� anions in an isotropic and homogeneous liquid.
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X
i

ziCi ¼ z1C1 þ z2C2 þ z3C3 ¼ 0 (5)

where subscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote 1: Li+, 2: mppy+, 3: TFSI�,
respectively. Using electroneutrality condition (Eq. (5)) and total
concentration (CT) of all components,

C1 þ C2 þ C3 ¼ CT (6)

one can find following simplified relationships

C1 ¼ z3
z3 � z1

CT � z3 � z2
z3 � z1

C2 (7)

C3 ¼ z1
z1 � z3

CT � z1 � z2
z1 � z3

C2 (8)

Here it is assumed that during discharge lithium ion produced
at the anode side is consumed at the cathode (vice versa for charge)
to keep the total concentration of ionic species to be constant.
Thus, Eq. (8) indicates that the concentration of anion is constant in
a univalent ternary system (Z1 =Z2 = Z and Z3 = �Z). This constant
concentration of anion will result in zero net velocity for anions

ðV3 ¼ 0Þ throughout the computational domain, which will
simplify the model for ternary system significantly.

2.1.2. Ionic Strength and Activity Coefficient
In concentrated solution, like ionic liquid with salt, the activity

coefficient is a function of ionic strength I. For a ternary electrolyte
with completely dissociated ionic liquid and lithium salt, the ionic
strength can be found as

I ¼ 1
2
C1 þ C2 þ C3ð Þ ¼ 1

2
CT (9)

Since the ionic strength is a constant in a ternary ionic liquid,
the gradient of activity coefficient can be eliminated from Eq. (4),
and the Maxwell-Stefan equations can be modified as.
�RT
rC1

C1
� zFrF ¼ RT

CT

C2

D12
V1 � V2

� �
þ C3

D13
V1

� �
(10a)

�RT
rC2

C2
� zFrF ¼ RT

CT

C1

D12
V2 � V1

� �
þ C3

D23
V2

� �
(10b)

zFrF ¼ RT
CT

� C1

D13
V1 � C2

D23
V2

� �
(10c)

2.2. Mathematical Model

2.2.1. Transport Equation for Li ion in Ternary System
From the general mass conservation equation, lithium ion

concentration can be formulated as

@C1

@t
þ r � N1

� �
¼ S1 (11)

where N1 is the flux of lithium ions due to advection, diffusion and
electromigration, and S1 is source or sink term due to lithium
oxidation or reduction. As mentioned earlier, in a battery, the bulk
velocity due to fluid motion is generally negligible, and the lithium
flux can be obtained as

N1 ¼ C1V1 (12)

where V1 is the lithium ion velocity due to diffusion and
electromigration. Using equations (10a) and (10c), one can find
the flux of lithium ion as

C1V1 ¼ � CTD12D23

C1D23 þ C2D13 þ C3D12
rC1

� 1 þ D23

D12

� �
CTD12D23

C1D23 þ C2D13 þ C3D12

zFrF
RT

C1 (13)

Finally, using Eqs. (7), (8), (10) and (13), we can obtain a
transport equation for lithium ions as
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@C1

@t
� r � ~D1rC1 þ z~v1rFC

� �
¼ S1 (14)

where ~D1 and ~v1 are apparent diffusivity and mobility for lithium
ion in ionic liquid electrolyte. The apparent diffusivity and mobility
can be obtained from Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities (D12, D23, D13)
and mole fraction of lithium ions (x1) as

~D1 ¼ 2D12D23

D12 þ D13 þ 2 D23 � D13ð Þx1
(15)

~v1 ¼ 1 þ D23

D12

� �~D1F
RT

(16)

The general format of Eq. (14) is same as the Nernst-Planck
equation used in dilute electrolyte. However, for ionic liquid based
ternary system, one has to use the apparent diffusivity and
apparent mobility instead of self diffusivity and absolute mobility.
The transport equation for lithium ion (Eq. (14)) is highly nonlinear
as both apparent diffusivity and mobility are a function of lithium
ion concentration. Thus, it can only be solved using a numerical
method.

2.2.2. Liquid Phase Electric Potential in Ternary System
Governing equation for electric potential in the electrolyte can

be obtained from charge conservation equation as

r � il ¼ aSPjc (17)

where il and jc are current density and transfer current density, and
aSP is the specific area of cathode material. In a ternary ionic liquid
electrolyte system, the current produced by the movement of ions
can be expressed as

il ¼ zF C1V1 þ C2V2 � C3V3

� �
(18)

Using Eqs. (10c) and (13) and setting~V3 ¼ 0, the current density
can be rewritten as

il ¼ �CTD23z2F
D13=D23 � 1

D13
~vx1 þ

F
RT

� �
rFl

� F D13 � D23ð Þ
D13

~DrC1 (19)

If we define the ionic conductivity as

l ¼ CTD23z2F
D13=D23 � 1

D13
~vx1 þ

F
RT

� �
(20)

the charge conservation equation can be expressed as

r � lrFl
� 	 ¼ �aSPjc � r � F D13 � D23ð Þ

D13

~DrC1

� �
(21)

2.2.3. Model Equations for Ionic Liquid based Li-ion Battery
The transport equations developed in the previous section are

only valid for a continuous liquid electrolyte medium. However,
the separator and cathode regions of a lithium ion battery contain
both solid and liquid. Thus, we need to modify the transport
equations developed in the previous section for porous materials.
Using Bruggeman correlation [26], the governing equation for
lithium ion transport can be expressed as

@ eCLiþ

 �
@t

� r � e1:5 ~DLiþrCLiþ þ z~vLiþrFl eCLiþ

 �h i

¼ aspjc
F

(22)

where jc is the local current density. Similarly, the governing
equation for the solid and liquid phase electric potential can be
modified for porous media as

r � le1:5rFl

 � ¼ �aspjc � r � F D13 � D23ð Þ

D13
e1:5 ~DrC1

� �
(23)

r � s 1 � eð Þ1:5rFs

h i
¼ aspjc (24)

where s is electrical conductivity.
In a lithium-ion battery, the local transfer current density at the

reaction sites can be calculated using the Butler-Volmer Equation
as [16,27,28]
Anode:

ja ¼ i0 exp
bnF
RT

ha

� �
� exp � 1 � bð ÞnF

RT
ha

� �� 
(25)

Cathode:

jc ¼ Fk0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CLiþ Cmax

S � Csurf
S

� �
Csurf
S

r
exp

bnF
RT

hc

� �
� exp � 1 � bð ÞnF

RT
hc

� � 

(26)

where i0 is the current density coefficient, b, F and k0 are the
symmetric coefficient, Faraday constant and reaction constant, and

Cmax
s and Csurf

s are maximum lithium concentration in cathode
material and surface lithium concentration in the active cathode
material. The surface overpotential can be expressed as.

h ¼ Fs � Fl � E (27)

where Fs and Fl are solid and liquid phase electric potential. For a
lithium metal anode, the open circuit potential (E) is a constant at
the anode side since the reactant (lithium) concentration does not
change. However, the open circuit potential varies at the cathode
side depending on the amount of intercalation into the cathode
material. Thus, the cathode side open circuit potential is a function
of electrode utilization (n), which can be expressed as

n ¼ Cavg
s

CCoO2

(28)

where CCoO2 is the volume average concentration of cobalt oxide
and Cavg

s is the average concentration of intercalated lithium into
the cathode particle, which can be calculated from mass
conservation equation as

dCavg
s

dt
¼ �aspjc

F
(29)

The surface lithium concentration is related to the average
concentration of intercalated lithium by

Csuf
s ¼ Cavg

s � ls
Ds

aspjc
F

(30)

where ls and Ds are diffusion length and diffusivity of intercalated Li
into cathode material, respectively.

3. Properties of Ionic Liquid Electrolyte

In the continuum model analysis, Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities
are properties of multi-component system and should be given.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities
from experiment. But molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can
be applied to find these diffusivities [29]. In this study, we used MD
simulations to evaluate Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities as well as
electrochemical properties of the chemical species in the ternary
system consisting of mppy+ TFSI� ionic liquid (IL) doped with
Li+TFSI�. Ab initio charge calculations were performed on a cation/
anion pair with the second-order Moller�Plesset (MP2) perturba-
tion theory using the 6-31G (d) basis set [30,31] to obtain the
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partial atomic charges. As described in our previous work [23], the
charges were reduced to account for polarization effects. We used
the software LAMMPS [32] for all classical MD simulations. All
atomic interactions were described using the optimized potentials
for liquid simulations (OPLS) force field [33]. For the doped
solution (IL with Li+TFSI�), a mixture of 0.25 mole fraction Li+TFSI�

with 0.75 mole fraction mppy+ TFSI� was simulated.
An NPT ensemble, where the number of particles (N), pressure

(P), and temperature (T) are fixed, was used to equilibrate the
system at atmospheric pressure and temperature of 303 K. A
Nose’�Hoover barostat [34] and thermostat [35] were utilized to
control the pressure and temperature, respectively. Production
runs of NVT ensembles, where the volume (V) is fixed, were carried
out for at least 80 ns. The equations of motion were integrated with
a time step of 1 fs. The cutoff distances for Columbic interactions
and van der Waals were 1.5 nm. Long range electrostatic
interactions were computed using the particle–particle–particle
mesh (PPPM) method [36,37].

The Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities are obtained from Onsager
coefficients (m) [29,38], which is calculated from molecular
dynamics simulations, using the following equation:
Fig. 2. Schematic of a lithium-ion battery. The computational domain ranges from
the interface of anode and separator (x = 0) to the end of the cathode (x = L +L .

mab ¼ 1
6
lim
n!1

1
N
� 1
n � Dt

XNa

i¼1

ri;a t þ n � Dtð Þ � ri;a tð Þ� 	( ) XNb

j¼1

rj;b t þ n � Dtð Þ � rj;b tð Þ� 	8<
:

9=
;

* +
(31)
Here, a and b are the types of ions, N is the total number of ions, ri,a
denotes the position of ith ion of type a at time t, Dt is the
simulation time-step, and n is the number of time-steps. hi denotes
the ensemble average computed over n. Here, the matrix [m] is
symmetric.

In a ternary system, Onsager coefficients mab are used to
evaluate the matrix ‘g’. The matrix ‘g’ is defined as:

g ¼ g11 g12
g21 g22

� �
(32)

The elements of g are defined as:

g11 ¼ 1 � x1ð Þ m11

x1
�m13

x3

� �

� x1
m21

x1
�m23

x3
þm31

x1
�m33

x3

� �
(33a)

g12 ¼ 1 � x1ð Þ m12

x2
�m13

x3

� �

� x1
m22

x2
�m23

x3
þm32

x2
�m33

x3

� �
(33b)

g21 ¼ 1 � x2ð Þ m21

x1
�m23

x3

� �
� x2

m11

x1
�m13

x3
þm31

x1
�m33

x3

� �
(33c)

g22 ¼ 1 � x2ð Þ m22

x2
�m23

x3

� �

� x2
m12

x2
�m13

x3
þm32

x2
�m33

x3

� �
(33-d)

Here, ‘10 refers to Li+, ‘20 refers to mppy+ and ‘30 refers to TFSI�. The
matrix g is inverted to obtain Matrix b

g½ ��1 ¼ b½ � (34)

and the elements of matrix b can be used to obtain Maxwell-Stefan
diffusivities as
D12 ¼ 1
b11 � x1þx3

x1
b12

(35a)

D13 ¼ 1
b11 þ x2

x1
b12

(35b)

D23 ¼ 1
b22 þ x1

x2
b21

(35c)

Solving Eqs. (31) through (35), one can obtain the Maxwell-
Stefan diffusivities for various components in the system with
Li+TFSI� - mppy+TFSI�.

4. Numerical Method

We developed an in house numerical model to solve the
coupled mass and charge conservation equations to obtain lithium
ion concentration as well as electric potential in both solid and
liquid phase. In this study, we assumed a lithium foil anode, and
the anode reaction interface does not change with time. In other
words, the volume change phenomena as well as dendrite
formation at solid electrolyte interface (SEI) is not considered.
Although microscopic structure change is very common at the
anode reaction interface, this numerical model is intended to
capture macroscopic phenomena with appropriate reaction rate
constants.

Governing equations for liquid phase potential and lithium ions
are solved between anode reaction surface and the right end of the
cathode (see Fig. 2). The solid phase electric potential equation is
sp ca
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Fig. 3. Predicted cell performance for different value of cathode reaction rate
constants for an ionic liquid (0.25 mole fraction of Li+TFSI� doped with 0.75 mole
fraction mppy+ TFSI�) based lithium ion battery. Experimental results, obtained
from the work of Sakaebe and Matsumoto [11] for an identical system, are used for
selection of appropriate cathode reaction rate constants. The porosity for cathode
and separator are 0.3 and 0.4 respectively based on the work presented in [11],
while the cathode and separator thickness are 40 mm and 15 mm respectively.
Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities of species are obtained from the molecular simulations
to calculate mobility and ionic conductivity for the continuum model. The open
circuit potential (E) at the anode side was set as reference, while at the cathodic side
it is obtained from the experimental work [42] as a function of electrode utilization
(n). The initial value of n is set as 0.58.

Table 3
Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities at 303 K obtained from molecular dynamics simula-
tions.

D12 8.43�10�13 [m2/sec]
D13 4.12�10�12
D23 6.91�10�12

*Index 1: Li+, 2: mppy+, 3: TFSI�

Table 2
Boundary conditions for the governing equations

Anode
reaction surface

Cathode
left end

Cathode
right end

Lithium ion
concentration ðCLiþ Þ

�DLi;ef f
@CLiþ

@x
¼ Iload

F
– @CLiþ

@x
¼ 0

Liquid phase
electric potential (fl)

�lef f
@fl

@x
¼ Iload

– @fl

@x
¼ 0

Solid phase
electric potential (fs)

– @fs

@x
¼ 0 �sef f

@fs

@x
¼ Iload
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solved only within the porous cathode region. The source term for
the lithium ion transport (Eq. (22)) is obtained from Butler-Volmer
Eq. (26), where the lithium ion intercalated into the cathode
materials (Cavg

s ) is found from the solution of Eq. (29).
The governing partial differential equations (Eqs. (22), (23) and

(24)) are discretized using finite volume method [39] for boundary
conditions shown in Table 2. For unsteady term, a first order
implicit scheme is used, while for electromigration and diffusion
terms second order central differencing technique is used. The
discretized algebraic equations are solved with Thomas algorithm
until converged results are obtained for CLiþ, Fs and Fl. The
convergence tolerance is set at 10�5 for all three variables. The
Runge-Kutta fourth order scheme is used to calculate Cavg

s from
Eq. (29).

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Maxwell-Stefan Diffusivities

The values of the Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities obtained from
the atomistic simulations are given in the Table 3. We observe that
the Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity between Li+- mppy+ is the lowest.
This is interpreted in light of the positive charges on both the
species and the repulsion between Li+ and mppy+, which results in
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relatively diminished diffusion of Li+ into mppy+. The Maxwell-
Stefan diffusivities are relatively higher for Li+- TFSI� and mppy+-
TFSI� because of the opposite charges on the ion-pairs, which
implicitly accounts for greater attraction between the ion-pairs,
thus resulting in increased diffusion into each other. The diffusion
between Li+- TFSI� is, however, low compared to that of mppy+-
TFSI� because of the increased coordination between Li+ and TFSI�,
which tends to form charged clusters. The smaller Li+ is surrounded
by multiple large TFSI� ions. This reduces the mobility of the two
species and hence the Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity. In case of
mppy+- TFSI�, because of similar sizes, there is no cluster
formation. Also, because of their large sizes, the surface charge
densities of mppy+ and TFSI� are low. This results in high mutual
diffusion between the two species. The high Maxwell-Stefan
diffusivity in mppy+-TFSI� can ultimately be attributed to the high
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cation-anion interaction in ionic liquids [29], as compared to the
other species added to the ionic liquid.

5.2. Validation of Proposed Continuum Model for Ternary System

The proposed model is validated by comparing our numerical
results with the experimental work of Sakaebe and Matsumoto
[11], whereby they have measured the performance of lithium-ion
batteries for a number of ionic liquid electrolytes using lithium
metal foil and porous LiCoO2 as anode and cathode materials
respectively. We specifically chose the mppy+TFSI� doped with Li-
TFSI salt (3:1) as ionic liquid electrolyte due to the availability of
Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities from molecular simulation. Even
though Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities can be calculated using MD,
the cathode reaction constant (k0) affecting kinetic resistance is
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still unknown for our system. Fig. 3 shows the parametric studies
to find the appropriate k0 for our system. Numerical results predict
poor operating cell potential for the low reaction constant
(k0 = 2 � 10�7) case as lower rate will provide higher kinetic
resistance at the reaction surface. On the other hand, the operating
cell potential will be enhanced with higher reaction constant
(k0 = 200 � 10�7) due to less kinetic loss. For a moderate cathode
reaction constant of 17.2 � 10�7m5/2/mole1/2-sec, our numerical
results show very good agreement with the experimental results
for an identical system. Thus, for the rest of the paper, we used this
value of cathode reaction constant.

Fig. 4(a) shows the lithium ion concentration distribution in the
separator and porous cathodic side for various specific capacities.
The results illustrate how lithium concentration changes with time
during discharge since we maintained a constant load current
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density in our study. As time progresses, the concentration of
lithium ion increases in the vicinity of anode as more lithium ions
get dissolved in the solution due to lithium oxidation, while it
decreases in the cathodic side due to reduction reaction at the
cathode sites. The electrode utilization constant (n) keeps on
increasing in the cathode side as shown in Fig. 4(b). At the end of
the discharge phase, the utilization approaches to unity indicating
that there is no site available for further intercalation of lithium
ions. These numerical results show that the proposed model not
only can validate the experimental electric performance, but can
be used to predict the discharge characteristics at various times.

5.3. Study of Lithium Ion Battery using Ionic Liquid Electrolyte

Recently Sahapastsombut et al. [40] used Damköhler number to
map out the important parameters affecting the performance of a
lithium-air battery. They identified that in lithium-air battery with
organic electrolyte, the oxygen transport limitation is the crucial
factor for poor performance. They also found that the performance
of lithium-air battery is limited if the Damköhler number is greater
than unity. However, in lithium-ion battery, the cell performance is
dependent on the effective mobility of lithium ions as well as the
availability of reduction reaction sites in porous cathode. Following
the work of Sahapastsombut et al., the Damköhler number, a ratio
of reaction rate to diffusive mass transfer rate, is defined for a
lithium-ion battery as

Da ¼ iload=F
~DLi;ef f CLiþ= Lsp þ Lca


 � (36)

This aforementioned equation suggests that the performance
will be dependent on parameters such as separator thickness (Lsp),
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cathode thickness (Lca), load current density (iload), and effective
diffusivity. In following section, we studied how these parameters
individually affect the performance of a lithium-ion battery
working with a model ionic liquid (mppy+TFSI� doped with Li-
TFSI salt).

5.3.1. Effect of Separator
In a lithium ion battery, a separator is placed between anode

and cathode to prevent physical contact between anode and
cathode reaction sites. Ideally an ultra-thin separator with high
porosity is desired, but due to technical challenges it is not always
possible to make them both very thin and highly porous [41]. For
instance, highly porous membranes tend to shrink, while very thin
separators cannot withstand the tension of the winding operation
during battery operation. To study the effect of separator thickness
on the performance of lithium-ion battery, we considered three
different separator thicknesses: 15, 20 and 30 microns.

Electric performance of lithium ion battery is presented in
Fig. 5(a) for a 40 micron thick cathode. Our numerical results reveal
that performance of the battery remains almost unaffected if the
separator thickness increases from 15 microns to 20 microns.
However, a significant difference in specific capacity is observed
once the thickness increased to 30 microns. The lower specific
capacity in thicker separator can be explained from the low
utilization of active cathode material. As seen from Fig. 5(b), the
electrode utilization (n) was very low at the distal end of the
cathode. The main reason for low electrode utilization for a thicker
separator is primarily due to the lithium depleted region at the
distal side of the cathode. Fig. 5(c) presents lithium ion
concentration during final stage of discharge for all three different
separators. In all three cases, the initial concentration of lithium
ions was 1 M. As expected, the lithium ion concentration increases
at the anodic side and decreases at the cathodic side due to
oxidation and reduction reactions. However, as shown in Fig. 5(c),
no lithium ions are available for intercalation at the distal side of
the cathode for 30 microns thick separator. This lithium depleted
region grows as the discharge continues, and it will worsen for a
thicker separator. This result suggests that there is an optimum
value of separator thickness beyond which the performance of the
lithium ion battery will be impacted due to the limited penetration
depth of lithium ions in the cathode materials. Similar results are
obtained once the porosity of the separator decreases. The lower
the porosity, the fewer routes are available for ionic liquid to pass
lithium ions. Fig. 6(a) shows that the performance will be lower if
the separator porosity is reduced to 0.15, and the simulation results
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become unstable after the X mark due to sharp drop in potential. As
explained before, this low performance is related to lower cathode
utilization (Fig. 6(b)) due to the unavailability of lithium ions.
Fig. 6(c) illustrates the lithium ion concentration in the porous
cathode region during the final stage of discharge. The concentra-
tion gradient across the separator increases with decrease in
porosity due to decrease in effective diffusivity. While the low
porosity is preferred from mechanical points of view, porosities
lower than a threshold value will have significant impact on
battery performance.

5.3.2. Effect of Load Current Density and Cathode Thickness
The applied load is a crucial factor in the performance of a

battery. Fig. 7(a) shows predicted electric performance of a
lithium-ion battery for a 15 microns thick separator and 40 microns
thick cathode. The numerical results show that the operating cell
potential drops as the load current density increases. This is due to
the fact that higher applied current density induces more surface
overpotential. However, for moderate increase in the load current
density, same maximum specific capacity could be achieved as
shown in Fig. 7(a) (see case iload = 1.3 A/m2 and iload = 2.6 A/m2). On
the other hand, for very high load current density (iload=5.2 A/m2),
the specific capacity is significantly affected due to the lack of
lithium ions in the cathode region (not shown). This lack in lithium
ion in the cathode region is similar to the case presented in Fig. 5
and 6(c), where the concentration of lithium ions decrease with
increase in separator thickness or decrease in separator porosity.
Therefore, applied load current density should be restricted to
circumvent lithium ion depletion problem, which significantly
lowers the specific capacity limit.

We also studied the effect of cathode thickness on the electric
performance of a lithium-ion battery to identify the optimum
cathode size. In practice, it is desirable to have greater cathode
thickness for longer operation of a battery. However, greater
thickness increases footprint as well as the weight and volume of
the battery. In addition, larger cathode thickness can adversely
affect the performance of a lithium-ion battery. Fig. 7(b) shows the
electric performance of a lithium ion battery for a load current
density of 1.3 A/m2 and a separator thickness of 15 microns.
Numerical results show that for the 20 and 40 mm thick cathodes,
same specific capacity limits are obtained. However, for greater
cathode thickness (80 mm), the specific capacity decreased
considerably due to lithium ion depleted zone (not shown).
Therefore, one has to consider the thickness of cathode materials
wisely for optimum performance of lithium-ion battery.
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6. Conclusions

In this work, a new mathematical model is developed for ternary
electrolytes to study next generation ionic liquid based lithium-ion
batteries. Lithium ion transport equation and liquid phase electric
potential equation are developed considering the strong interactions
between the anions and cations of ionic liquid with the lithium ions.
To simplify the mathematical model, we took advantage of electro-
neutrality and mass conservation of lithium ions in the system. The
simplified mathematical model for lithium ion transport is very
similar to Nernst-Planck equation, but one has to use apparent
diffusivity and mobility to calculate the lithium ion flux. We found
that both apparent diffusivity and mobility are a function of
Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities and mole fraction of lithium ions. We
have used molecular dynamics simulation to estimate the Maxwell-
Stefan diffusivities as well as other electrochemical properties in the
ternary electrolyte system consisting of mppy+TFSI� doped with Li
+TFSI� salt. The developed mathematical model is used to study the
performance of a lithium-ion battery, and the predicted electric
performance results match very well with experimental findings for
moderate value of reaction rate constant. We also studied the effect
of separator and cathode thickness on the overall performance of
lithium-ion battery. The numerical model suggests that there is an
optimum parameter range for thicknesses beyond which the
performance of the battery is affected significantly. While very
low thickness is prone to mechanical failure, avery thick separator or
cathode might cause lithium ion depletion which can lower the cell
performance significantly. The model also suggests that the
separator porosity should be high enough for enhanced mobility
of lithium ions in the system. Furthermore, the applied load current
density is an important factor in ionic liquid based lithium-ion
batteries.
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